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Executive summary
This document is a summary of submissions
received in response to the release of the Yellingbo
Conservation Area Draft 10 Year Plan for public
consultation. Community feedback on the plan was
sought between 13 August and 7 October 2018.

The themes highlighted in this report will be a key
input into the changes made to the YCA 10 Year Plan,
and all practical and actionable suggestions and
changes requested will be considered in finalising
the Plan.

During this period, the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) worked alongside
the Yellingbo Conservation Area Coordinating
Committee (YCACC) to engage and communicate
the opportunity for public feedback to the local and
broader community.

Due to the large amount of information gathered
during the consultation, it is anticipated DELWP will
be working on the final YCA 10 Year Plan well into
2019. When the final Plan is released, it will include a
summary of how feedback was reviewed and an
explanation on why it was or was not incorporated
into the final Plan.

Respondents were given the opportunity to complete
a survey about the draft plan or make an
independent submission. Survey questions allowed
the opportunity for free text comments in addition to
multiple choice responses.
Responses received for the Yellingbo
Conservation Area Draft 10 Year Plan
Completed surveys

92

Written submissions

22

Templated submissions on a
specific issue

167

TOTAL

281

Terms and abbreviations
DELWP

Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning

YCA

Yellingbo Conservation Area

YCACC

Yellingbo Conservation Area
Coordinating Committee

VEAC

Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council

Table 1: Responses received for the Yellingbo Conservation Area
Draft 10 Year Plan.

Respondents included individuals, community
groups, peak bodies, local government and other
government agencies.
This report groups the feedback received from the
public into seven major themes in order to frame and
make sense of the feedback.

Seven themes identified during public consultation:
Theme 1:
Community use and public access

Theme 5:
Measurement of goals

Theme 2:
Conservation aims

Theme 6:
Historic cultural inclusions

Theme 3:
Management, resources and funding

Theme 7:
Contemporary uses and involvement
of local landowners

Theme 4:
Bushfire risk
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Background
The Yellingbo Conservation Area (YCA) is being
established to assist in the conservation of the area’s
significant biodiversity and ecological values, and a
number of threatened species including the critically
endangered Helmeted Honeyeater and the Lowland
Leadbeater’s Possum. It will also result in improved
water quality and river health.
Establishing the YCA was a bipartisan State
Government commitment. In 2013 the Victorian
Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC)
presented a number of recommendations for
managing the area. In 2014 the government issued
its response to these recommendations.

Engagement Approach
DELWP has been engaging with the public since 2015
on the continued management of the YCA.
This round of engagement with the public was
designed to seek feedback from the community
on potential changes to YCA Draft 10 Year Plan.
DELWP and Parks Victoria will now review feedback
received and incorporate into the YCA 10 Year Plan
as appropriate.
The survey was also designed to assess where there
were gaps in knowledge and areas where the
community wanted more information.

DELWP and YCACC created the YCA Draft 10 Year
Plan, which is designed to outline, explain and
identify actions and directions for the continued and
future management of the YCA.

DELWP Community Charter

VAGO public participation principles

The Victorian Government strives to put the
community at the centre of everything we do. DELWP
has recently produced a Community Charter in
response to this call to action.

The Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO), in
release of their practice guide Public Participation in
Government Decision-making, made a number of
recommendations for public and stakeholder
participation in the consultation process, including
principles that should shape public participation
practices:

The Community Charter describes what the
community can expect when interacting with
DELWP. Recognising that communities are diverse,
the Charter commits to working with communities
to deliver services that support liveable, inclusive
and sustainable communities and thriving natural
environments. Find out more about the DELWP
Community Charter here.
The three key themes of the charter are:
>> Be Available: place-based community focus,
accessibility, flexibility.

• Responsiveness
• Transparency and integrity
• Openness
• Accountability
• Inclusiveness
• Awareness.

>> Speak and Listen: active listening and
understanding, honesty and transparency,
clarity and purposefulness.
>> Take Action: timely and proactive, consistency,
closing the loop.

Figure 1: the VEAC Report and Victorian Government Response to the VEAC recommendations
have shaped the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan (found on the VEAC website).
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Online engagement
The Engage Victoria site engage.vic.gov.au was
a channel for Victorians to read the draft plan and
any supplementary material and provide feedback
on elements of the plan that were open for
community input.
Table 1 (p4) shows 92 responses were received
through this channel.

Community information sessions
From 17 August to 4 September 2018, nine community
information sessions were held across nine locations
around the Yellingbo Conservation Area. The
sessions included a mix of drop-in sessions which
were large events where the date and time of the
event were promoted; and pop-up sessions, where
two DELWP staff were stationed in busy shopping or
recreation precincts, to chat with anyone interested.

At the drop-in sessions, staff from DELWP,
Melbourne Water, Parks Victoria, local council, Zoos
Victoria and members of YCACC were present to
talk with the community and answer their questions.
Members of the public could view maps, read the
Draft 10 Year Plan and read additional brochures
and material. Across the three sessions there were
91 registered attendees.
The combination of advertised drop-in session and
pop-up events enabled us to reach a wide range of
people. The drop-in sessions generally attracted
those that are keenly interested in this project. The
pop-up sessions allowed us to speak with the
general public in the local vicinity, many of whom did
not have much knowledge of the project. Across the
four pop-up sessions approximately 130
conversations were had and around 290 brochures
and flyers were given out.
From the some 220 people spoken to, the majority
were either comfortable with the project or held
no strong feelings or interest in it.

Communications channels

Healesville Walk Shopping
Centre forecourt

Healesville - The Memo

A number of communication channels were used to
announce the release of the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan
for public consultation. This included:
• Paid and organic posts on DELWP social media
(Facebook and Twitter) which were shared by
key stakeholders

Yarra Junction shopping
centre arcade

• A media release
• Advertisements in local papers
• Letters to neighbouring land holders within 100 m
of the YCA

Seville Shopping complex foyer
Yarra Junction Upper Yarra Family Centre

• Emails to stakeholders and people who
participated in previous surveys
• Flyers and posters which were put up at shops and
community hubs across the YCA

Monbulk - Monbulk Living
& Learning Centre

• Corflute signs at key strategic entrances to reserves
to notify the users of the reserves of the plan.
A video was also developed to explain the key
concepts of the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan and
encourage viewers to take the survey on Engage
Victoria.

Cockatoo Country Market
Monbulk Main Street
(adjacent to pedestrian
crossing)

Emerald Woolworths entrance

Figure 2: Community information sessions
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All participants who took the Engage Victoria survey
were asked how they heard about the plan.
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Pop-ups

Drop-ins

Figure 3: Ad that ran in Mountain Views Mail on
21 August 2018.
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Other:
18%
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Facebook:
31%

Community drop-in
session run by DELWP:
2%

Community Group:
24%

Posters or flyers:
7%

Ad in local paper:
1%

Article in local paper:
1%

Graph 1: Response to how survey respondents heard about the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan survey.

Supporting engagement activities
DELWP made phone calls to local CFA brigades located within the Conservation Area and local government
fire management planning committees, advising of the completion of the YCA Bushfire Risk Management
Plan and its release with the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan. DELWP conducted a series of meetings on site with each
brigade who accepted the offer of a briefing. A briefing on the YCA Bushfire Risk Management Plan was also
provided for the Yarra Ranges Municipal Fire Management Planning Committee.
Targeted peak bodies were contacted directly and offered a briefing.
DELWP undertook youth engagement through the Shire of Yarra Ranges "Hot Choc and Toasties” program at
Yarra Junction Library. At this meeting DELWP explained the Draft 10 Year Plan and let the group know about
the opportunity to provide feedback.
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Who we reached
Participant numbers

Demographics

Through our engagement and communications activities,
we had 183 direct participants1 and reached over 24,000 people
through all activities.

>>At pop-up and drop in sessions we mostly met locals who lived near or
adjacent to the YCA.

Overall

91 community members
came to drop in sessions

>>Respondents to the online survey were predominately in close proximity
to the YCA.
>>The largest number of respondents came from Wandin East (24 per cent),
followed by Gruyere (13 per cent).

We sent out 2114 letters

Figure 4: Location of online survey respondents.

Our posts on social media
had a combined reach of
more than 22,000 people

3916 people viewed the
Engage Victoria website

1. 1Total is number of people who completed the survey or attended a drop-in session.
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Summary of survey and submission themes
This section summarises all survey and written submission
comments into seven themes. All comments for practical
action or modifying the YCA Draft 10 Year Plan are
summarised into a table according to these themes on p17.

Theme 1: Access and community use areas
The YCA Draft 10 Year Plan discussed proposed
changes to land status. Zone types, their
characteristics and future management
requirements were introduced as: Conservation
Zones, Restoration Zones, and Biodiversity and
Community Use Zones.
A significant amount of comments centred on
whether this zoning and the amount of opportunities
for recreation or access were correct, with a number
stating that conservation zonings were too strict and
prevented favoured recreation activities in the area.
Comments and submissions touched on the theme
of allowing more public access and the need for
public land to be for public enjoyment.

Most comments and submissions focused on
specific recreational pursuits and interests, or
specific locations.
Key recreational activities discussed included:
• Warramate Hills Nature Conservation Reserve and
mountain bike riding
• Fishing
• Dog walking/swimming
• Horse riding
• Prospecting
These types of submissions were extremely useful
in highlighting how local residents currently use
the area.
National Parks regulations (2013) will apply to the
Conservation Area. The regulations provide for uses
that may not otherwise be allowed to be permitted
by setting aside areas. This enables regulations to
be adjusted to suit local requirements where
appropriate. These are referred to as ‘set asides’,
drafted at the point of writing the YCA 10 Year Plan.
All recreational suggestions given during the
submission period are in the process of being
assessed by DELWP and Parks Victoria to
determine if they are appropriate and consistent
with the VEAC recommendations.

Figure 5: A significant amount of comments
centred on whether this zoning and the amount
of opportunities for recreation were correct.
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Figure 6: A prominent topic raised in responses was whether the Plan met conservation aims.

Theme 2: Conservation aims
In contrast to the first theme, a large number of
submissions stated that there was too much
preference given to recreational and access needs
over conservation needs. The concern that
conservation aims are being compromised was
reflected in both the survey responses and individual
submissions. Some comments provided detailed
feedback on particular precincts of the YCA where
conservation aims could be reinforced, while others
made more general observations about the overall
compromise on conservation aims.

“The intact indigenous vegetation habitat
and healthy waterway values should be
foremost. If we don't protect what is
healthy, diverse and thriving and enhance
that, we risk ongoing degradation and
system breakdown.”

Issues raised included:
• Too many recreational activities are being allowed,
making environmental and conservation
objectives compromised.
• Revegetation 10 m either side of the waterway does
not go far enough to achieve conservation aims.
• Proposed YCA 10 Year Draft Plan zoning waters
down some of the VEAC recommendations.
A number of practical submissions came through
suggesting changes to enhance the conservation
goals of the project. DELWP and Parks Victoria will
be reviewing each suggestion and determining
how access and community use commitments can
be incorporated in to the plan without impacting
on the conservation values and the intent of the
VEAC Investigation.

Yellingbo Conservation Area Draft 10 Year Plan summary of submissions
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Theme 3: Management, resources and funding
Several comments noted concerns around
management of weeds and pests, enforcing
compliance and the associated funding. This
theme came up across many questions in the
survey, from respondents providing both positive
and negative responses.
Issues raised included:
• Closing trails will lead to weed growth
• Blackberry and other weed control
• Rabbit, fox, feral cat, deer and other pest control
• Erosion of banks from pest species
• Fire hazard from weed growth
• Funding needed to manage pest and weed
species.

There were some practical suggestions on
management of pests and weeds that will be
reviewed by DELWP and Parks Victoria in order to
assess whether they are compatible with the VEAC
recommendations and goals of the plan.
Details of funding will not be incorporated into the
Plan, however, communicating the process for
government funding to the public will be an
important outcome from this feedback.
Long-term management of the Conservation Area
will be assigned with Parks Victoria, who will devise a
long-term management strategy for pest animals
and weeds.

“The rules need to be enforced with
appropriate officers issuing fines to illegal
users. Rules need to be enforced if they are
to be respected.”

Figure 8: Bushfire risk was a divisive topic in the submissions.

Theme 4: Bushfire risk
Bushfire risk was a theme that came up
repeatedly through the survey, with respondents
divided on their thoughts on risk – some saying
the risk was overstated, others saying risk was
not considered enough.
A number of comments did not accept the YCA
Bushfire Risk Management Plan outright. Other
comments questioned elements of the Plan or
requested more details.

“Consider a more nuanced approach to the
implementation any revegetation setback
distance around housing. Consider the
implications of the science relating to
proximity of forest and house loss from
bushfire and the known threshold of around
30 metres in relation to structure ignition by
direct radiant heat. A 30-50 metre buffer
zone with appropriate qualifications/
provisos would be scientifically defendable.”

Comments included:
• Request for closer alignment with accepted
scientific data associated with housing loss
and vegetation
• Revegetation should be only using plant species
that do not increase bushfire risk
• Human behaviour, not plants, posing the biggest
bushfire risk
• A full species mix of the vegetation communities
that belong in the YCA should be used
• Questions on how increasing vegetation does not
increase bushfire risk
• Comments and question on how tankers would
access specific areas.

Figure 7: Blackberry and other weed and pest animal management were significant topics raised
in responses.
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Engagement with bushfire behaviour specialists and
consultation with CFA district and local brigades has
been undertaken to ensure the YCA Bushfire Risk
Management Plan includes the best science and
local expert knowledge on CFA fire access tracks
and water points.
The YCA Bushfire Risk Management Plan was based
on expert input and computer modelling, and
therefore it was not appropriate to elicit input from
the community on the Plan, given the high stakes of
human life and property involved. However, the Plan
takes an extremely conservative approach to
revegetation. This conservative stance has also been
criticised by those favouring greater revegetation.
While there is not scope to modify the Bushfire Risk
Management Plan, the responses indicate there is
more opportunity to provide the community with
facts and access to independent bushfire experts to
understand the principles underlining the Plan, as
well as explaining Plan itself.
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Theme 5: Measurement of goals
A number of comments asked for clear, measurable
targets and tracking of outcomes as a tool to ensure
management outcomes are achieved.
This a recommendation DELWP and Parks Victoria
will be taking onboard in completing the final YCA 10
Year Plan.

“Yes, the goals and plans proposed seem
to be achievable. The regular
measurement of the targets against
outcomes will be integral to seeing the
goals are reached.”

Theme 6: Historic cultural inclusions

Figure 9: Respondents wanted to know how conservation goals and other targets would be measured.

Survey respondents were asked if there was
anything missing from the Draft 10 Year Plan. In
response, the acknowledgement of Indigenous and
European history in the area was a recurring theme.
Comments included:
• Request for more consultation with community
and historical groups in the area

“I think that it is important to identify the
cultural heritage in the YCA Area, they tell
the story of the past from pre-European
settlement, European settlement to present
day. I think that even Geological history of
the area is important to document and
protect and comes into this area.”

• Requests for more cultural inclusion of European
settlement history
• Comments requesting interpretive signage for
historical sites.
DELWP and Parks Victoria will consider
implementing all practical suggestions. Not all
suggestions have relevance to this stage of finalising
the Plan, but may have application at later stages
when the Plan is being implemented.
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Where to from here?

Theme 7: Contemporary uses and involvement of local landowners
A range of comments picked up a consistent theme
around including local landowners and communities.
The importance of including local landowners into
the management approach was mentioned
repeatedly, with some practical suggestions
provided. The importance of including local
community groups and volunteers was highlighted
and several additions or amendments to the
discussion and goals from the Draft 10 Year Plan
were suggested. Some comments also suggested
that more current cultural considerations are
missing from the Plan.

Comments included:
• Recognition and inclusion of what were suggested
as contemporary cultural activities, including
fishing, camping, hunting, four-wheel driving, and
motorbike riding

DELWP will be working closely with Parks Victoria to
finalise the Plan. It is anticipated this is a process
that could take between six to 12 months.
During this time, DELWP and Parks Victoria will use
the results of this survey to identify where there are
further opportunities to engage with the community

on topics that the community has asked for more
information or clarity on. This will include topics such
as bushfire risk, how funding processes for large
government projects work, and the types of
management activities that are available to tackle
pest animals and weeds.

• Recognition of the cultural values for current
farmers/land owners.
As per Theme 1, all activities noted as being culturally
significant to current communities will be reviewed to
assess whether they can be incorporated into the
Plan. As per Theme 6, not all suggestions have
relevance to this stage of finalising the Plan, but may
have application at later stages when the Plan is
being implemented.

“It is essential that community organisations that have a role in the management of the
conservation area are nurtured and listened to. Many of these organisations have significant
experience in land and conservation management.”

Figure 10: A repeating theme in responses was the need to include local landowners and communities.
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Theme 1: Community use and access

Public
submission
data
collected
The below table summarising comments received by the
public asking for an amendment or addition to the YCA Draft
10 Year Plan. All suggestions in this table will be reviewed by
DELWP and Parks Victoria to determine whether they can be
incorporated in the 10 Year Plan. While the state authorities
will consider feedback from the community, the changes to
the plan will need to be consistent with the Government's
response to VEAC's recommendations and existing
legislation on uses within parks and reserves in Victoria.

Comments opposing mountain bike riding in the Warramate. Commentary: whether changing the classification
of Warramate from high conservation to low conservation is appropriate; past illegal carving of trails by
mountain bike riders; destruction of bushland and impacting soils from bike use; and the impacts on privacy for
local residents.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
Comment that if mountain bike riding is allowed in Warramate, an education program for proper use is needed
alongside enforcement.
Comment that consideration should be given to establishing mountain bike riding areas outside of protected
conservation areas.
Comments supporting multi-use paths for biking, walking and horse riding. Commentary: biking and walking
tracks keep tracks clear, prevent weeds overgrowth and reinforce fire breaks.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
A suggestion for a designated passive walking and horse riding trail from “the Coopers Road end of the existing
Evans Road… then access via the existing but now closed four-wheel drive access road…following perimeter of
the eastern side of the Reserve… retain the use of Evans Road as a designated passive walking and horse riding
trail…”
Comment that Macclesfield is an area where there is a very high number of horse owners and riders and that
closing roads such as Evans road in Macclesfield will further restrict horse riding activities.
Suggestion to continue recreational horse riding and dog walking along the creek tracks for individuals, not
riding schools or commercial groups. Suggestion also stated possibly including mountain bikes.
Comment that events like the Oxfam Trailwalker do not comply with VEAC recommendations and should be
banned in Nature Conservation Reserves.
Comment that the Plan recommends additional community access and recreation opportunities at Haining
Farm and Cockatoo Creek but doesn’t seem to include many more opportunities.
Comments opposing excluding recreational fishing from conservation zones. Commentary: the draft plan does
not justify the loss of access or recognise the social and economic benefits of fishing.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
Comment that fishing should be limited to Biodiversity & Community Use Zones. Commentary: it will add
pressure to an ecosystem that we are trying to re-establish; fishing impacts fish populations which not only
impacts their own prosperity but also the food supply for other aquatic animals; rubbish, fishing lines and old
hooks will end up in the rivers and creeks.
Multiple comments on this topic.
Comment there there is not enough community use zones in the Macclesfield area.
Comment that a key community project in Precinct 5 of Plan is the Eastern Dandenong Ranges Rail Trail.
Commentary: this trail links the main communities in the Eastern Dandenong Ranges and traverses Precinct 5
east/west, through Emerald, Cockatoo and on to Gembrook.
Comment that Yarra Valley Tourism authority should be given “increased and overriding powers” to prioritise
the wishes of private landowners, local residents and the majority of visitors for future planning of public land.
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Comment that zones are too restrictive on appropriate community uses such as picnicking, bushwalking,
mountain biking and horse riding and that these activities should be allowed in all zones.
Comment that banning dogs from swimming will result in locals becoming disconnected with the area.
Comment that if dog walking is prohibited in Sassafras Creek there will be an influx of dog walkers along
Menzies Creek, where dog walking is written into the Conservation Zone. Comment that this is unacceptable
due to high conservation value of Menzies Creek and that it should be made a Conservation Zone. Commentary:
dog walking is not occurring on lead in Sassafras and dog on lead signage has not been delivered on; wallabies
and lyrebirds inhabit this area; the smell and ranging of dogs may also be disturbing other wildlife.
Comment that banning dogs and better fox exclusion will help return Lyrebird and wallaby populations to
natural habitats.
Comment specific to zone 6: Lower Emerald Creek should not include recreation, walking and dogs on lead due
to its very high conservation values.
Comment that swimming should not be a permitted activity in the Conservation Zone and that drones and
model aircraft should be permitted in the Conservation and Restoration Zones. Comment that photography,
filming should only be allowed under licence.
Question on how people will make their way along the reserve. Commentary: “They don't have the right to
trespass over adjoining freehold land to access the reserves and who/where will trails be installed? Who will
maintain them? Where will the money and person power come from long term ?”

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Theme 2: Conservation aims
Comment that the inclusion of creeks and waterways should be more extensive. Commentary: “It could take in
Hansens Creek and the upper tracts of Hoddles Creek, McCraes Creek and Thomahawk Creek, for example.”
Comment that it is unclear why the zone differences are made along the Sassafras Nature Conservation
Reserve when comparing the habitat.
Comment that the conservation significance of Emerald Creek has been underestimated, and that the
appropriate zoning for Emerald Creek is Conservation for the top section down to the Meditation Centre and
Restoration for the remainder.
Comment that a maximum of restoration of 10m either side of the waterway is compromising environmental
protection. Commentary: 30 m considered minimal for revegetation to improve water quality before entering
streams and effective corridors for wildlife; 10 m compromise the effectiveness of the corridor for conservation
purposes; if 10 m zones are open for recreation then visitor impacts will be over the full width of the corridor.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
Comment specific to 10 m rule in north east corner that there are areas in this section of the Yarra River that
have steep eroded unstable banks that would benefit from stock removal and revegetation works that would
need to be wider than 10 meters to stabilise the bank. Commentary: north east is subject to seasonal strong
wind currents in the autumn and the spring and will struggle to hold up to the edge effect/wind effect when only
10 m wide.

Support for allowing people to light small fires for warmth and camping purposes.
Support for allowing prospecting within some of the three zones. Commentary: prospectors look after the
waterways; prospecting brings tourist money to the region; it has cultural links to the area; and that
prospectors report illegal use of waterways.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
Comment that prospecting should be allowed specifically in Hoddles Creek.
Comment users should not be restricted to formal tracks.
Comment that orienteering should be allowed as a recreation use.
Support for letting area users camp, fish and hunt. Commentary: these activities improve mental health,
contribute to the local economy and promote environmental awareness.
Comment that canoeing should be allowed as a recreation use.
Comment that Warramete Range should not be developed in ways that exclude public access to the park and
features.
Comment specific to zone 4 asking for a dedicated safe trail for horse riding recreation. Commentary: “With the
existing route between Coopers Road and Millers Road seeming to be earmarked for absorption into the
conservation area.... This will further erode the area where riders can safely access off road areas to ride.
Presently this provides a loop from the riding club along cooper, Evans and then either Millers or Spillers Road
returning via Tschampions road. Many of our younger community use this route.”
Comment specific to zone 4 requesting Evans Road is not absorbed into the reserve.
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Comment that connectivity of the landscape is critical at all three layers of vegetation: canopy, undergrowth
and groundcover and that linear connecting corridors need to be of sufficient width.
Comment that Cockatoo Creek downstream from Wright’s Forest should be in the Restoration Zone.
Commentary: “There are some wider patches of native habitat (e.g. at Avon Road and Merritts Road), that act
as a starting point for a continuous vegetated corridor between the current Helmeted Honeyeater population
(Yellingbo NCR) and an historic site at Cockatoo township (Alma Treloar Reserve).”
Comments showing lack of support for riparian management licences due to environmental impacts.
Multiple comments received on this topic.
Comment that grazing should not be permitted on crown licences on riparian land in the restoration zone.
Comment that riparian licences should not be subject to automatic renewal and should not become
entrenched as part of the adjoining property.
Comment that Butterfield Reserve has high potential for Helmeted Honeyeater reintroduction. Commentary:
“This precinct which includes Sassafras Creek, Perrins Creek, Emerald Creek, Ti-Tree Creek and Menzies Creek,
which Butterfield Reserve adjoins, is very important. The feral animal and weed management strategies and the
development of key projects with community groups, should be immediate goals rather than medium term
goals.”
Comment that the reserves at the headwaters of several of the tributaries of Sassafras Creek should be
included in the Plan. Commentary: land is in poor condition with weed invasions and the health of the
tributaries is important for the health of Sassafras Creek; not being included means they will be ignored and
provide a source for weed infestation in the area.
Comment that the Plan should reference Recommendation 5 of the Victorian Government response to the
VEAC Statewide Assessment of Public Land, to accept the ‘Expanded National Parks Act include other
Protected Areas’ within five years. Commentary: the YCA fits logically within the revised category of
‘Conservation park’ defined as “often linear in shape, with natural features, flora and fauna… of conservation
significance”.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Comment that conservation zones should be in locked reserves to protect Lowland Leadbeater’s Possum and
Helmeted Honeyeaters.
Multiple comments on this topic.
Comment that undisturbed areas of maximum possible size important and there is a need to protect
undisturbed patches of bush as sinks from where wildlife can breed and spread out from.
Comment that it is counterintuitive that Restoration Zones are for high priority restoration sites/core habitat for
Helmeted Honeyeater and Lowland Leadbeaters Possum yet there is a caveat that the extent of re-vegetation
is limited if the area is within 100 m of Housing (p26).

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Theme 3: Management, resources & funding
Comment that it is not viable to exclude access to the river reserve by adjoining owners unless there is
adequate funding in place to manage this land and exclude pests and weeds.
Comment that hunting of introduced animals should be allowed across the whole reserve without restriction.
Comments include: it is a part of our cultural use requirements; it will help with management of pests.
Multiple comments on this topic.

Comment that the flora of the Menzies Creek has not been surveyed so it is hard to know what species are
there. A note that habitat is less weed infested than much of Sassafras Creek reserve.

A question on how deer and eastern grey kangaroo populations will be controlled in the Macclesfield area.
Commentary: culling programs move the problem onto private land.

Comment that any situation in which grazing along stream and riverbanks is unacceptable and that grazing
licences should be phased out completely.

Comment that threats for the reserve include: Feral cats and rabbits, as well as Dieback (eucalypts)

Comment supporting the return of specific species within the YCA area: the lyrebird to the Menzies Creek, the
return of the wallabies and lyrebird (one sitting near Prince Street entry at the top of the reserve several years
ago. Commentary: the return of the wallabies has made a significant difference and the lyrebird would provide
a ground level impact that is currently absent.
Comment that the Yarra River south of the property Eyton on Yarra to Woori Yallock should be zoned
conservation and is not suited for community use. Commentary: terrain is rugged and dangerous with steep
slopes and erosion; the area has mature Eucalypt forest which has very high environmental values and is a
haven for wildlife; there is one of the last remaining wildlife corridors connecting the escarpment to the forests
above.
Comment that the narrow riparian strips in the proposed Yarra Valley trail should be widened to maintain their
ecological integrity.
Comment that the 5 km stretch of the Yarra north from Woori Yallock should be zoned Conservation.
Comment that the Little Yarra River riparian zone should be restored to a width of greater than 20 metres.
Commentary: it is a major river in the YCA with a strong connection to large remnants.
Comment specific to zone 4 as a significant area of habitat connectivity for the Leadbeaters Possum and the
Helmeted Honeyeater, particularly in relation to the McCrae Creek.

Comment that threats for the reserve include Bell Minors disturbing Helmeted Honeyeaters, and feral birds or
bees taking over tree hollows or nesting boxes.
Comment that plan is sensible if compliance can be enforced. Commentary: ie fines for people walking their
dogs off-leash.
Comment that installation of bollards and other structures at illegal access points must be an immediate
priority.
Comment that horses and other grazing/browsing animals are a major cause of weed dispersal and that a
community education program could encourage horse riders to use clean feed in order to minimise spread of
weeds.
Comment on the need for high deer control due to continuous movement of deer in from sheep station creek
road. Suggestion that separate reserve areas may allow for greater pest control.
Comment that the impacts feral cats need to be addressed more specifically due to their impact on native
birds and mammals.
Question on how blackberries will be controlled and by whom?
Comment that the plan discusses how well-managed riparian vegetation poses little risk and notes that the
land at the back of commenter’s house hasn't been managed in well over 20 plus years.
Comment there is disconnect between State and Local Government. Commentary: Cardinia Shire Council has
reduced burning off days from 6/7 to 3/7 (two of which are weekdays) and from 2 fires to 1, which decreases
ability to maintain properties from a bushfire perspective.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Theme 4: Bushfire risk
Comment that a more nuanced approach to implementing revegetation setback should be considered around
housing. Commentary: “Consider the implications of the science relating to proximity of forest and house loss
from bushfire and the known threshold of around 30 metres in relation to structure ignition by direct radiant
heat. A 30 -50 metre buffer zone with appropriate qualifications/provisos would be scientifically defendable.”
Multiple comments were received on this topic.
Comment that the Plan should outline a process for a complete review of planned burning processes in the YCA.
Comment that closing access of Evans road between Coopers Road and Millers/Spillers Road potentially denies
emergency services timely access if needed. Commentary: this is now a natural fire break so revegetation has
the potential to increase risk.

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Theme 5: Measurement of goals
Comment that given there is a large reach of the Yarra River (Millgrove-Healesville) within the YCA, it is
appropriate the YCA Plan consider the higher-level Yarra Strategic Plan.
Comment that the Plan should be aligned with time frame of the Yarra Act and of the strategic plan
Question on who will make the final decision on zoning various areas and determining the zoning for each zone.
Comment that for management purposes it woud make sense to have the precinct areas reflect the local creek
catchment areas.
Comment that the Plan’s point 6.3 goals to 'Develop a business case to resource the implementation of the YCA
Plan' should be an immediate priority.

Comment that the 10 m ruling for the north east corner should now be lifted due to evidence in the Bushfire Plan
that it is not required.
Comment that cool burning regimes should be established through the area and community attitudes to fire to
be changed.
Comment that three endangered ecosystems which include rainforest and wetland species are likely to be less
fire prone than other types of forest or pasture with weeds and long grasses. Commentary: restoration of these
ecosystems should be neutral with respect to the fire danger or is some cases reduce the fire danger compared
to currently degraded ecosystems.

Theme 6: Historic cultural inclusions
Comment that community education about the indigenous history of the area and about the ecosystem should
be included in the Plan.
Comment that cultural heritage from the settlers should be incorporated into the plan.

Comment that more education is needed around fire being a useful way of managing biodiversity, when done
intelligently. Commentary: Cool burns, and the ‘Fire Stick’ as being increasingly articulated by the aboriginal
people’s needs more documentation and support; this could be added to education section of the plan
Comment that controlled burning increases fuel loads and fire risk. Commentary: areas must be left unburnt
unless their pre-colonial fire management suggests otherwise.

Comment that emphasis should be made on the cultural heritage value of the relatively recent use of
Warramate. Commentary: the old trucks are fascinating and make an interesting feature for walkers and
mountain bikers.
Comment that the Plan should say Wirundjeri Tribe rather than Traditional Owner (who are the Registered
Aboriginal Party for the Yarra Valley).

Comment that houses should be fireproofed and the entire are never burned again other than naturally.
Comment that a cultural heritage value should be placed on all significant sites with explanations of the history.
Comment requesting 1 km fire break to stop bushfires on public land.
Comment supporting allowing firewood collection

Request for broader consultation with community/historical groups. Commentary: the information documented
doesn't reflect the knowledge/interests of community, including agricultural/horticultural history.
Comment that clans of traditional owners should have input rather than the corporation.

Comment supporting keeping emergency tracks open.
Comment stating acceptance that there is no increased risk with the additional vegetation, but nothing the
Plan does not address current risk that already exists with high fuel levels in the reserve.
Comment requesting investigation of cool burning traditional techniques to be elevated to an immediate
priority.
Comment suggesting exploring possibility of hot box controlled burns.
Comment stating strong opposition to excluding certain plants are excluded from habitat plantings/restoration
works. Commentary: a full species mix of the vegetation communities that belong in the YCA area should not be
feared.
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Comment supporting interpretive signs explaining how Indigenous and early European people in the valley lived
day to day.
Comment that the plan mentions working with adjoining land owners to support the recording and
management of cultural heritage places and concern this may add a further time impost for the management
of significant features.
Comment that the traditional landscape ecological practices with respect to fire, water management and
planting need to be respected. Comment that the cultural projects within the Yarra Action Plan need to be
incorporated explicitly including Action Plan Point 26.
Comment that rail lines need to be explicitly acknowledged in terms of settler heritage.
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Theme 7: Involvement of local landowners and contemporary
cultural inclusions
Comment that there should be an opportunity for Parks to work with the local community to have excess dead
trees/timber to be sensibly removed to the benefit of community groups.
Comment that the YCA project team should negotiate with landholders where encroachments have occurred,
often carried out by previous landholders, to restore native vegetation on the public land involved.
Comment that since the cancellation of a respondent’s grazing licences, the future of their dairy farm has been
put in doubt. Commentary: “I therefore ask for some clarification as to where we stand regarding the remaining
crown land area adjacent to the 10 m revegetation boundary…”

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

Data summary of survey questions
How supportive are you of the proposed zones as described in Chapter 1 of the draft Plan?
Very supportive

Supportive

Not sure/don't know

Unsupportive

Very unsupportive

26%

33%

7%

16%

18%

A pro forma document was submitted asking certain conditions for land holders in the north east corner.
•

The fence is positioned 10 metres from the top of the river bank (as per minister’s ruling) or to the top of the title
boundary, whichever is the lesser distance.

•

The landowner will be responsible for the maintenance of that area.

•

In return – the landowner retains the rest of the crown reserve to use in accordance with the old agricultural/
grazing licence at the land owners’ discretion.

34%

59%

Multiple submissions were received on this topic.
A comment that the Gruyere Hall & Grounds Management Committee has not been actively engaged with on
the YCA. Commentary: The Warramete Range is basically Gruyere.

7%

 Positive

Comment that a key component to maintaining the conservation area is to raise their profile with tourists to the
area and with locals so that people are encouraged to take responsibility the areas.

 Neutral
 Negative

Comment that hunting, as part of contemporary culture, is absent in the plan.
Comment that contemporary culture should be included more in the plan. Commentary: everyday Aussie
families that use the areas for fishing camping hunting four-wheel driving and motorbike riding.
Comment that co-ordinated management would benefit from including more private landholder
representatives. Commentary: this would include agricultural/horticultural group representatives, and
Landcare groups who often represent lifestyle farmers.
Comment that the friends/landcare groups are often the corporate memory of the changing health of places in
the valley. The two year and five year reviews are important and further down the track there needs to be
further reviews aligned with the Yarra Strategic Plan.

Do you agree that the zones will allow for the protection of the environment
while still allowing some appropriate uses?
Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure/don't know

Disagree

Strongly agree

22%

34%

9%

16%

20%

Request to add in blurb acknowledging that many community volunteers are highly skilled and are often the
custodians of long-term knowledge of an area that agencies can learn from.
Comment that the goal under 6.4 'Work with Friends of HeHo... ' should include Friends of Leadbeaters Possum'.

35%

Comment that it is essential community organisations have a role in the management of the conservation area
and are listened to. Comment: many of these organisations have significant experience in land and
conservation management; UK and European national park models show diverse landscapes are managed
with multiple land owners and interested parties.

56%

Comment that landcare and friends groups could facilitate Melbourne Water Stream Frontage Program
engagement by community.
Comment that it would be good to encourage the private land owners of remnant bushland adjacent to the
reserve to apply legal and permanent protection to these areas through a conservation covenant.

9%

 Positive
 Neutral
 Negative
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Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

To what extent do you agree that the values and threats are an accurate summary
for the Yellingbo Conservation Area overall?
Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure/don't know

Disagree

Strongly disagree

13%

49%

13%

12%

13%

How well do you understand the use of riparian management licenses on
Crown land water frontages?

Understand

Don't Understand
25%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Do you understand how to access funding support for stream frontage
management as outlined in section 2.6?

62%
13%

Understand
 Positive
 Neutral
 Negative

Don't Understand

0%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

To what extent do you think the recreation activities proposed in the
three zones are appropriate?
Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure/don't know

Disagree

Strongly agree

20%

31%

6%

14%

30%

Have we captured all of the cultural heritage values of the Conservation Area?

Yes

No

0%
44%

10%
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100%

51%

 Positive
 Neutral

6%
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Do you agree the goals addressing cultural heritage will protect our heritage?
Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure/don't know

Disagree

Strongly disagree

16%

39%

21%

9%

16%

Precinct responses
Precinct

Precinct 1:
Yarra River
Woori Yallock
to Healesville

24%

Precinct 2:
Yarra River
Millgrove Woori
Yallock

54%
21%

 Positive
 Neutral
 Negative

Precinct 3:
Hoddles Creek

Do you understand the strategies for co-ordinated management?

Yes

No
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Precinct 4:
Existing
Yellingbo
Conservation
Area

Precinct 5:
Wright Forest
Bushland
Reserve

Precinct 6:
Sassafras
Creek, Perrins
Creek, Emerald
Creek and
Menzies Creek
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Question

Yes

No

Are the Precinct Zones right?

74%

26%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

27%

73%

Comments relating to this precinct largely centred on whether or not Warramate should be
used for mountain biking, with comments for and against. Survey respondents also brought
up the importance of camping, fishing, hunting and prospecting in this precinct.
Are the Precinct Zones right?

79%

21%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

33%

67%

Multiple comments cited the 10 m revegetation restriction in this zone as not appropriate,
stating it should be removed or expanded to 50 m. Conversely, there were comments asking
for less revegetation in the area.
Are the Precinct Zones right?

80%

20%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

19%

81%

There were a number of comment specific to this precinct, but no reoccurring themes.
Comments included requesting the continuation of a current historical recreational use of
Hoddles Creek. Another requested additional creeks be added to the Precinct, including
Hansens Creek and the upper tracts of Hoddles Creek, McCraes Creek and Tomahawk Creek.
One comment suggested gold panning should be allowed in Hoddles Creek.
Are the Precinct Zones right?

76%

24%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

30%

70%

Comments for Precent 4 demonstrated the tension between conservation aims and public
access and recreation. A number of comments focused on asking for more recreational
opportunities and comments specific to horse riding in the area. There were also several
comments asking for greater conservational opportunities, mentioning modelling that shows
critical habitat for restoration in this precinct and noting McCrae Creek as a possible area of
connectivity for the Lowland Leadbeaters Possum and Helmeted Honeyeater.
Are the Precinct Zones right?

80%

20%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

22%

78%

Comments suggested adjustments in zones and management goals, increased recreation
opportunities and inclusion of significant community infrastructure in the Plan.
Are the Precinct Zones right?

77%

23%

Is there anything missing from the Precinct?

22%

78%

Comments specific to the precinct expressed apprehension about the zoning inclusions and
allowable activities in some areas of the precinct. Comments asked for further discussion
with local groups. There were also requests for additional areas to be included in the
Conservation Area zoning to prevent weed invasion, such as Sassafras Creek.
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